Introduction
Body plethysmography is a common used method of pulmonary function testing allowing the determination of the functional residual capacity (FRCpleth) and the specific airway resistance (sRaw). The airway resistance (Raw) is mathematically equivalent to the ratio of sRaw to FRCpleth [1] and provides information about the severity of airway obstruction [2] . FRCpleth is defined as the volume of intrathoracic gas at end-expiration during tidal breathing [3] and depicts an important parameter in diagnosis of pulmonary diseases. A typical constant-volume body plethysmograph is a glasswalled and air-tight box featuring the size of a small telephone booth with a volume of approximately 700-1000 L [1] . During pulmonary function testing the patient is sitting in the sealed box and breathing in a mouthpiece of a shutter device. Respiratory flow rates and changes in box pressure are measured during tidal breathing to determine sRaw [2] . Occlusion pressure manoeuvres are performed subsequently, whereas the shutter is temporary closed to block the patients' airflow. Inspiratory and expiratory efforts against the closed shutter lead to decompression and compression of the gas volume in the lung. Pressure variations at the mouth and inside the box occurring under zero-flow conditions are detected and used for determination of FRCpleth [1] . Combined with spirometry which allows the measurement of inhaled and exhaled lung volumes [4] , absolute lung volumes like residual volume (RV) and total lung capacity (TLC) could be assessed. Thus, body plethysmography facilitates the analysis of complex and combined ventilation disorders. Although, body plethysmography plays an important part in pulmonary function diagnosis by characterizing and identifying the severity of pulmonary disease, information of regional lung function is missing.
On the other hand electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a non-invasive functional imaging technique allowing to trace regional lung ventilation without any radiation exposure [5] . The measurement principle of EIT is based on the electrical properties of different biological tissues [6] . The electrical impedance of the lung tissue varies with changes in air content and blood flow [5] . Common EIT systems utilize 16 surface electrodes which are placed around the patients' thorax and a reference electrode which is connected to the abdomen. Alternating current is induced over one pair of electrodes in a sequential rotating process while the potential differences occurring between adjacent electrode pairs are measured. The electrical potential differences are used to generate EIT images utilizing a reconstruction algorithm [6] .
In this paper, we present a new measurement system combining body plethysmography and EIT delivering information on both global and regional lung function. We illustrate the setup of the whole measurement system. Furthermore, we investigated if there are interactions between the two methods affecting each others' results.
Methods
The measurement system consists of a constant-volume body plethysmograph (PowerCube-Body+, Ganshorn Medizin Electronic, Germany) and an electrical impedance tomograph (PulmoVista 500, Dräger Medical, Germany) (Fig.1 ). The use of grommets ensures an air-tight sealing between the glass wall and the cable connectors. The measurement process and the calibration procedure of both devices remain unchanged.
To receive an impression if the concurrent operation of both techniques influences each others' results, three healthy subjects performed occlusion pressure manoeuvres and a full spirometry parallel to EIT measurements. To consider if the electrode belt of the EIT device has bearing on the thorax mobility, additional occlusion pressure manoeuvres and spirometries were conducted without EIT. Each measurement was done 10 times. The electrode belt consisting of 16 electrodes was placed around the thorax in the fifth intercostal space. Between the measurements with and without EIT, intervals of approximately 20 minutes were met.
Results
The subjects were able to perform proper occlusion pressure manoeuvres and spirometries combined with EIT as well as without EIT. There were no significant differences between the lung volumes and flow rates measured by body plethysmography upon these two conditions (Fig.  2) . A consistent EIT measurement during body plethysmography was not invariably ensured. During tidal breathing and the performance of occlusion pressure manoeuvres contact between the electrodes and the subjects' chest wall mostly existed. The subsequent spirometry including a FEV1 manoeuvre (forced expiratory volume in 1 second) often led to instable electrode contacts. Disconnections were mainly observed in the region of the backbone during inspiration and on the ventral side during expiration. It turns out, that proper EIT measurements were just gained by using electrode spray to improve the electrode contacts and by stabilizing contacts with specially formed foam rubber pads.
Discussion
Since there exist no significant differences between the plethysmographic results determined parallel to EIT measurements and the ones obtained without concurrent EIT operation, EIT seems to have no influence on body plethysmography. The measurements were done with three subjects to receive a first impression of the interactions of both techniques. To confirm these first results additional studies with more subjects have to be realized. In order to cover a wide range of physical properties, subjects exhibiting various kinds of physique should participate prospectively. While performing FEV1 manoeuvres, problems concerning the electrode contacts occurred during EIT measurements. Since this kind of problem did not arise during every measurement, it is not possible to say that the performance of FEV1 manoeuvres generally influenced EIT. To counteract disconnections electrode gel or spray should always be used. Furthermore, electrodes lying in the region of the backbone or on the ventral side should be fixed (e.g. by tape or with foam rubber pads) to reduce the risk of improper electrode contacts clearly influencing EIT measurements. The presented measurement system combining body plethysmography and EIT enables the assessment of global and regional lung function at the same time.
